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Bergen 120

European oak
H/W/D: 40/120/50
SKU: 30010100

Bergen 160

European oak
H/W/D: 40/160/50
SKU: 30010101

Bergen 200

European oak
H/W/D: 40/200/50
SKU: 30010102

Bergen high unit

European oak
H/W/D: 160/40/30
SKU: 30030028

SPECIFICATIONS

Bergen inner drawer

European oak
For 120 cabinet SKU:
40040161

For 160 cabinet SKU:
40040162

For 200 cabinet SKU:
40040163

Inner drawers and power socket are not included and needs to be ordered separately.
Alternatively the vanity unit can be ordered with matte white solid surface countertop (as bespoke).



Elegant solid oak vanity and high unit in

classic and timeless design.

Bergen vanity unit is handmade of solid

European oak with stylish 6mm edges.

The drawers have high quality Blum

Movento Blumotion runners with both

push-open and soft-close and large

integrated LED light with IP motion

sensors.

Our special design allows you to use

the full space in the drawers if no trap

is needed.

Matching high unit with 4 high quality

glass shelves, and door with soft-close

hinges, that can be placed in either left

or right side.

Bergen comes in 3 different sizes and a high unit. High unit has 4 high quality 5mm glass shelves.
Door can be placed left or right.

Full size inner drawers for maximum storage
space.

CLASSIC AND TIMELESS



CONTACT@COPENHAGENBATH.COM

TIME FOR YOU

The time you spend in your bathroom should be

about a moment of peace – TIME FOR YOU. This is

our philosophy and the mission behind the

Copenhagen Bath design. We offer not only great

visual design but also functionality andmentally quiet

and characteristically simple Scandinavian style.

Our own Acovi® is 100% solid composite and is

a completely pore-free material, that can be cast,

shaped andeven cut very thinly. This gives us amazing

and unique possibilities when creating beautiful

bathroom furniture. It withstands the wear and tear

of time and splashing water. Always easy to clean

and maintain which makes it perfect for the wide

rangeofproducts, likewashbasins,bathtubs, cabinets

and shelves, that Copenhagen Bath offers.

Made to measure: We even produce our designs in

custom measurements to create your dream

bathroom. Don’t hesitate to ask for a basin, cabinet or

countertop made bespoke to fit into your home.


